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List of Acronyms and Naming Conventions
Processor Core
or
Compute Core
or
Core
or
Processing Unit
(PU)

An independent processing unit that reads and execute
machine program instructions. Manufacturers typically
integrate multiple cores onto a single integrated circuit
die (known as a chip multiprocessor or CMP), or onto
multiple dies in a single chip package.

Multi-core
processor

A multi-core processor implements multiprocessing in a
single physical package. Designers may couple cores in
a multi-core device tightly or loosely. For example, cores
may or may not share caches, and they may implement
message passing or shared-memory inter-core
communication methods.

LLC

Last Level Cache. A CPU cache is a hardware cache
used by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer
to reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access
data from the main memory. Most CPUs have different
independent caches, including instruction and data
caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a
hierarchy of more cache levels (L1, L2, etc.). The shared
highest-level cache, which is called before accessing
memory, is usually referred to as the Last Level Cache
(LLC).

Memory
Controller (MC)

Memory controllers contain the logic necessary to read
and write to DRAM, and to "refresh" the DRAM. Without
constant refreshes, DRAM will lose the data written to it
as the capacitors leak their charge within a fraction of a
second (not less than 64 milliseconds according to
JEDEC standards).

Hypervisor

A hypervisor, or virtual machine monitor (VMM), is a
piece of computer software, firmware or hardware that
creates and runs virtual machines.

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud
computing that provides virtualized computing resources
over the Internet. In an IaaS model, a third-party
provider hosts hardware, software, servers, storage and
other infrastructure components on behalf of its users.
IaaS providers also host users' applications and handle
tasks including system maintenance, backup and
resiliency planning.

KVM

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization
infrastructure for the Linux kernel that turns it into a
hypervisor. KVM requires a processor with hardware
virtualization extensions.
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libvirt, libvirtd

A toolkit to interact with the virtualization capabilities of
recent versions of Linux (and other OSes). libvirt
provides all APIs needed to do the management, such
as: provision, create, modify, monitor, control, migrate
and stop virtual domains - within the limits of the support
of the hypervisor for those operations. The daemon
entity – part of the libvirt toolkit - facilitating remote
communication with the hypervisor is called libvirtd.

Direct Memory Direct memory access (DMA) is a feature of computer
Access (DMA)
systems that allows certain hardware subsystems to
access main system memory (RAM) independently of
the central processing unit (CPU).
dBOX

A dReDBox-Box houses the main components of the
dReDBox system and can be considered the heart of the
dReDBox system. The dBOX will be compatible with
standard datacenter infrastructures and will look like any
other server.

dTRAY

A dReDBox-Tray provides the interconnection and
supporting functions for the different dReDBox-modules.
It serves as a “motherboard” in the dBOX.

dBRICK

A dReDBox-Brick forms the minimum, independently
replaceable unit in the dReDBox datacenter. There are
three different types of dReDBox-Bricks: compute,
memory and accelerator bricks. At any hierarchy level,
dBRICKs are interchangeable and can be deployed in
arbitrary combinations to closely match service provider
and/or user needs.

dCOMPUBRICK

The dReDBox-Compute-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing general-purpose application
processing to the dReDBox datacenter.

dMEMBRICK

The dReDBox-Memory-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing disaggregated memory to the
dReDBox datacenter.

dACCELBRICK

The dReDBox-Accelerator-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing programmable, applicationspecific accelerated processing to the dReDBox
datacenter. It will also have the ability to interface with a
100GbE interface on the dTRAY.

dBESM

The dReDBox-Box-ESM is a Custom-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) Electrical Switch Matrix (ESM) used to
interconnect dBRICKs residing with the same dBOX.

dBOSM

The dReDBox-Box-OSM is a COTS Optical Switch
Matrix (OSM) used to interconnect dBRICKs residing
within a dBOX to dBRICKs residing in remote dBOXes
(either in the same or in distinct racks). The OSM can
also be used for intra-tray dBRICK interconnection,
5
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coupling the ESM to increase density and/or throughput
of connectivity in the tray.
dRACK

A dReDBox-Rack houses multiple, interconnected
dBOXes. In the scope of the project, it forms the
complete dReDBox system. The dRACK is the final
Hardware deliverable associated with “D5.2: Hardware
integration and tests of all bricks and tray (b)“. The
dRACK will be used as the platform for the different
demonstrators.

dPERTRAY

The dReDBox-Peripheral-Tray is a COTS product
providing convenient support for attaching different kind
of peripherals (notably secondary storage) through a
PCIe bus. This will be a “plug-and-play” solution which
can be connected to a dBOX using a standard PCIe
cable.

dROSM

The dReDBox-Rack-OSM is a COTS Optical Switch
Matrix used to interconnect dBRICKs residing in distinct
dBOXes with the same dRACK. It also serves as a leafswitch to route traffic emanating from (resp. terminated
at) the local dRACK to a datacenter destination (resp.
from a datacenter source) residing off the local dRACK.
In the project, we also aim to experiment with an
embodiment
of
a
dROSM
featuring
hybrid
optical/electronic (i.e. both fiber- and packet-switching).

dDOSM

The dReDBox-Datacenter-OSM is used to interconnect
the different dRACKs in a datacenter. It will connect to
the different dROSMs in the datacenter. The dDOSM is
here referenced for the sake of completeness and to
facilitate a discussion of the overall scalability potential of
a dReDBox datacenters. However, its further
materialization is out of the scope of the project.

dCLUST

A dReDBox-Cluster is a logical grouping of dBOXes
residing within the same dRACK. The decision of subdividing a dRACK into dCLUSTs is mainly motivated by
the port density limits of a dROSM, as the largest
commercially-available dROSM is not capable of
interconnecting all the dBOXes within a 42U dRACK.

dCLUSTPSU

The dReDBox-Box-PSU is an AC/DC power supply,
capable of providing enough power to a fully provisioned
dCLUST.

NUMA

A NUMA (non-uniform memory access) system is a
computer system where the latencies for the processor
to access its main memory varies across the memory
address space. These systems required modified
operating-system kernels with NUMA support that
explicitly understand the topological properties of the
system's memory.
6
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Openstack

Openstack software controls large pools of compute,
storage, and networking resources throughout a
datacenter, managed through a dashboard or via the
Openstack API. Openstack works with popular
enterprise and open source technologies making it ideal
for heterogeneous infrastructure.

OS

Operating System

QEMU

QEMU is a generic and open source machine emulator
and virtualizer. When used as a machine emulator,
QEMU can run OSes and programs made for one
machine (e.g. an ARM board) on a different machine
(e.g. your own PC). When used as a virtualizer, QEMU
achieves near native performance by executing the
guest code directly on the host CPU.

SDM Agent

The Software Defined Memory daemon agent is a
process running on dReDBox compute bricks to facilitate
remote provisioning, modification, control and monitoring
of virtual machines.

SDM Controller

The Software Defined Memory Controller is a centralized
control entity orchestrating resource management and
allocation and power management across disaggregated
of a dReDBox datacenter.

VM

Virtual Machine – Isolated virtualization unit running its
own guest operating systems

VMM

Virtual Machine Monitor. See Hypervisor

Mid-Board
Optics (MBO)

MBO is the natural transition technology from current
front-panel transceivers to more integrated electronicoptical devices. It avoids the front-panel bottleneck,
improves ports and bandwidth scaling of the rack space
and may help to solve the packaging bottleneck.
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Executive Summary
The dReDBoX project includes three ‘lighthouse applications’ or use cases, which
will demonstrate the important advantages of the dReDBoX architecture.

This deliverable, D6.1 covers the development of the Video Analytics application use
case, under Task 6.1. Work in this task began a little early in M10 (it was scheduled
to begin in M12), with this deliverable due in M18 and so covering early stage
development progress. WP6 and this deliverable is reliant on work done in WP2 and
WP4, particularly the work carried out to develop the Scale Up API.

This deliverable presents detail on the application, its goals and the advantages
expected from dReDBoX. Also presented here is an initial code migration report and
early testing results.
The task is to be completed in M36, with an updated version of this deliverable due in
M32 which will cover the work done in that period.
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2 Introduction
The dReDBoX project has as its goal the creation of a general-purpose, scalable and
cost-effective datacenter design.
As noted in Deliverable 2.2, current datacenter systems are composed by a
networked collection of computing boxes. Regardless of the specific architecture and
topology, each computing box (or server) is composed of its main-board and the
hardware components mounted on it (including, e.g., processor(s), memory, and
network interfaces), which form the baseline, monolithic building blocks on which the
rest of the hardware and software stack design rests. Fixed within the bounds of the
motherboard, proportionality of resources is determined at server design time and
remains static throughout its lifetime. dReDBox aims at overcoming this
proportionality by breaking the boundaries of the motherboard and by defining finer
grained proportionality units, i.e., bricks that will allow finer grained resource
allocation, finer grained hardware upgrade cycle, and - eventually - more efficient
and cost-effective datacenters.

To demonstrate the advantages of this new design, three representative use-case
applications (lighthouse applications) have been chosen. This deliverable (D6.1)
covers the ‘Video Analytics’ application use case and the work done to date (M18) in
Work Package 6 to create this application. Work Package 6 runs to M36 and another
deliverable (D6.2) will update this document with work done during the next period.

2.1

Overview of the application

The video analytics application for this use case is developed by the consortium
partner Kinesense. Kinesense is an SME that produces video analytics products for
industries such as Law Enforcement and security, transport and logistics and
fisheries. In the Law Enforcement market, Kinesense makes software tools to help
police carry out large complex investigations involving video evidence. The
technology is currently in use by dozens of police across the European Union, the
Middle East and Asia.
The task is to index and make searchable by video content, thousands of hours of
video collected during a criminal investigation. Video is primarily recovered in the
form of stored files recorded by a large number of different CCTV cameras and is
stored on many different Digital Video Recorder (DVR) systems.
A typical workflow involves the collection of video data and the ‘import’ of each of
these into the Kinesense system. ‘Import’ refers to the process of transcoding the
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video files into a standard format and simultaneously, running a video analytics
process which detects and characterizes all movement into a database. After
indexing is complete, the investigator may query the database (using the Kinesense
GUI, this is done with graphical search ‘filters’) and review the matches.
A real-life example can illustrate this: Recently a UK police force used the Kinesense
system in a missing person investigation - a missing child.

The investigation

collected around 40,000 hours of video, a significant proportion of which were videos
of alleyways. The task was to quickly review this video and try to identify any
possible times the missing child was recorded. Whereas previously the police may
have had to watch all the video manually, using video analytics they were able to
create a ‘filter’ and query the database for possible matches, only reviewing manually
around 2% of the video, massively speeding up the investigation.
An additional issue which the Kinesense technology must deal with is the unfortunate
lack of enforced standards in file storage formats. Kinesense have cataloged over
900 different, mutually incompatible, video file storage formats used by CCTV DVR
recorders. A complex library of plugins and codecs are used to read these formats,
and this explains why the system transcodes (mentioned above) the video files to a
standard version during import.

Below is a diagram (also presented in D2.2 [2]) which provides an overview of the
video analytics process workflow. The video file retrieved (i.e. from a DVR) and input
to the system for transcoding and indexing. Within the import process, each frame is
decoded to a bitmap for analysis and passed to the ‘analytics engine’, which carries
out a number of tasks to generate metadata on movement and appearance
characteristics within the video. These characteristics are termed ‘sprites’ and saved
to the database for later query.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Kinesense video analytics application architecture.

2.2

Requirements and KPIs

In Deliverable 2.2 the Key Performance Indicators for the Video Analytics application
were presented in detail. In summary, the KPI chosen to best demonstrate the
advantages of dReDBoX was presented in section 2.1 of Deliverable 2.2:


Processing Frame Rate (1 channel) – number of video frames per second
that the system can analyse at steady state.



Processing Frame Rate per channel (8 channels) – number of video frames
per second per video channel that the system can analyse at steady state.

The principal of these KPIs is that, in the case where a video file is found at runtime
to contain a number of recorded video streams, the video application should be able
to scale seamlessly to maintain the same processing frames per second.

2.3

Scale Up on dReDBoX

When the load on the video analytics process increases, dReDBoX offers the ability
to the application to scale up the resources available to allow the process to keep
pace with requirements.
Scaling in traditional Cloud infrastructure is done horizontally – i.e., scale ‘out’
applications by running additional VM instances and leaving to applications the task
of making good (scalable) use of the additional instances. Scale out has some
disadvantages – notably the time lost in launching a new VM and/or time needed to
migrate data to another VM. This is particularly an issue where the application load
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varies quickly and unpredictably (as in a critical incident or police investigation
involving large volumes of video data).
dReDBox allows ‘scale out’ and, in addition, it also allow easy ‘scale up’ of
applications by adding more resources (specifically, memory) to a running VM
instance at runtime.
The Scale Up API was designed and implemented and the Scale Up engine
described below has been developed in Work Package 4. For a deeper dive into the
Scale Up API and the Scale Up engine implementing its backend, the reader is
referred to Section 3.2 in deliverable D4.2 [3]. Notable here is the contribution from
IBM in providing the testbed for Scale up porting and testing, expertise sharing and
ideation, including covering how the applications could benefit from this system.
As shown in the figure below, in dReDBoX the system for Scale Up works as follows:
1. Applications can define their own metrics to guide auto-scaling (e.g., frame
rate, packets per second, requests per second). These are applicationspecific and are handled internally within the application, i.e. not
communicated externally to the scale-up engine.
2. If the application determines that additional resources are needed (i.e. for the
Video Analytics case, when an importing video has multiple channels) a
‘rescale request’ is sent, using the Scale Up API to the ‘Scale-up Controller’.
3. The VM is assigned additional resources by the Controller.
4. The ScaleUp Controller responds with a success or failure message to the
application.
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Figure 2: dRedBox Scale-up architecture.

For the video analytics application case, scale ups will be requested in the case of an
input video having multiple channels which require processing, or, cases where the
Frame Rate (fps) or frame size (measured in pixels) require it. The dReDBoX Scaleup Controller will be initially able to assign additional RAM and, in future, other
resources such as additional CPUs and accelerator units.
2.4

Goals, approach and challenges

The primary goal of Task 6.1 is to successfully port key parts of the Kinesense code
base to the dReDBoX system and to demonstrate video analytics and scale up.
Identified challenges include the need to re-code large volumes of the Kinesense
code base from Microsoft C# to the Java programming language (this is due to the
current lack of C# support for ARM), the redesign and porting of the database
structure from Microsoft SQL to PostgreSQL, and challenges of integration to adapt
the operation of the Kinesense process for the dReDBoX Scale Up API.

3 Description of the Video Analytics Problem
Video Analytics is a highly resource intensive (CPU and RAM) task and is also
extremely variable in terms of load. It is often not possible to predict at the beginning
of a process what compute resources are required as this is ideally determined by
the video content itself. A surveillance video of a street scene may have many hours
of low activity, with few people present but then become, without warning, extremely
busy if an incident occurs. A video processing task which aims to index the
movement and appearance of persons and vehicles in video will suddenly
experience higher resource requirements to cope with changes in video content.
Traditionally, as scale up is not achievable, this would have meant trading off frame
rate or accuracy. The dReDBoX approach offers to scale up system resources so
that the application can maintain both speed and accuracy without making difficult
compromises.
In Deliverable D2.2 [2], section 2.1 provided additional detail on this concept and
requirements.
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4 Description of the testbed
As a dReDBoX protype is not yet available at the time of writing, the testbed used to
develop this application version include an ARM64 emulator and a standard Intel PC
running a Linux OS. Additionally some preliminary testing was done on a ARM
Cortex-A53 processor on a Xilinx ZCU102 board.
In M18 another testbed on a datacenter-grade Intel server was made available,
featuring a deployment of all software components of the Scale-up ecosystem,
namely a deployed Scale Up Controller, Scale Up Client daemon and availability of
API implementations in three language flavors (Java, Python and C). On this actual
setup of the dReDBox Scale Up ecosystem, a Virtual Machine has been made
available and which effectively has been used to deploy the KS application and
perform actual Scale Up tests and evaluations

5 Migration Report
The Kinesense Law Enforcement application is a mature PC-based application used
by police agencies around the world to manage complex video surveillance
operations and CCTV evidence as part of a criminal investigation. CCTV evidence
often includes hundreds or thousands of hours of video from dozens of sources. A
major problem in the industry is the lack of enforcement of video storage formats,
meaning police face a confusing spectrum of different file formats, codec, and
encodings – Kinesense has cataloged 900 different variations. The Kinesense
application code base includes over 170 code libraries which deal with each aspect
of the video investigation work flow. It is our intention to port the core video
processing components to dReDBoX as these components will benefit most from
scaling. At the core of the Kinesense system is a video analytics process which uses
a spatio-temporal wavelet function to detect motion, track moving objects [Sugrue &
Davies 2006]. Location and motion characteristics are recorded in a database that
then may be searched by the user. For the dReDBoX project, these core
components are being ported and adapted for the new architecture.

The prototype dReDBoX system will use Arm64 processors with a Linux Guest OS.
The Kinesense code base is in Microsoft C#/.Net and, although a compiler for .net on
Arm is planned, the release date for this is delayed and so cannot be relied on for
this project. After careful evaluation of the options, it was decided the option with the
best chance of success within the time available was to re-write the core Kinesense
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video analytics code base in Java. This work, although part of WP6, began a little
early, in M10, and is currently in progress.
So far, work has progressed on the key components shown in Figure 1 above, with
the initial aim of providing a proof of concept Java version to the dReDBoX
consortium for resource characterization (achieved in M17). This version was
focused on emulating the processing load of the various components. Work is now
progressing on connecting each component and ensuring that correct metadata is
produced and saved to the database.
Video Analytics Database
The goal of the Kinesense video analytics approach is to make video content
searchable. This means indexing the video with metadata stored in a database. In
the current version of the Kinesense product for law enforcement customers, both
the video analytics process and the user interface run on a Windows platform, with a
Microsoft SQL server database. The user queries the database using graphically
defined ‘filters’ that return matches on parameters such as position in the scene,
time, colour of clothing and direction of movement.
To adapt this for the dReDBoX architecture, it was required to use an ARM/Linux
compatible database and so it was decided to port to Postgres.
Database architecture is relational and is effectively normalized to third normal form.
The below Entity Relation Diagram (ERD) outlines the relations design of the
database structure.
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Database choice was driven by the following requirements:
a. Database had to be free of charge in the context of this project
b. Database had to be portable
c. Database had to be extensible in the context of a Relational Database
Management System (aka. database plus UI/Console)
d. Database had to be fully ACID and have the ability to support safe database
transactions
e. Database had to have a professional Relational Database Design where it
would robustly handle incoming data storage and retrieval requests
f.

Database had to support Linux (Ubuntu) and work seamlessly with ARM64
processor
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g. Database needs to be support Java SE8 Java Development Kit (aka JDK)
and have JDBC (DB Connection) and PostgreSQL (Remote connection)
drivers
h. Database needs to have at the least one management User Interface (e.g.
pgAdminIII in the case of PostgreSQL) and a command line interface (e.g.
psql)

After testing MySQL, we decided on PostgreSQL which meets our requirements and
passed our basic DB testing routine. After passing testing detailed in the section 6,
the prototype database is now locally built with the following features:
1. 15 Tables 100% compliant with the above ERD
2. 15 Functions (i.e. SQLServer equivalent of Stored Procedures) creating
tables to form the database structure to fulfill feature 1 above
3. 10 Functions (i.e. SQLServer equivalent of Stored Procedures) inserting data
to Database in line with the insert data pattern of the database
4. 1 Function (i.e. SQLServer equivalent of Stored Procedures) selecting all
data (from version table)
Please note we will be adding functions to retrieve data and further insert functions in
the database as the developmental process progresses. The Kinesense database is
unencrypted, has type encoding in UTF-8 and is sitting on a PostgreSQL Version
9.4.11 server listening on default port 5432. Whilst we have taken steps in this
prototype build to guard against the SQLInjection attack vector, we recommend
database encryption and user roles administration in a production version of this
developmental model to increase database security to enterprise level standards.

6 Implementing the Scale Up API
In M17 the ScaleUp API implementation was released for testing by the application
partners. The API includes a ‘rescale’ call, to request the current VM assigned
resources be changed. The ‘rescale’ call returns a ‘ScaleupResponse’ object which
contains details of the success or otherwise of the ‘rescale’ request. Details of how
the API communicates with the ‘Scale-up Controller’ are stored in a ‘scaleupapi.ini’
settings file which is read at runtime.
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This request will change the current VM to have 2 CPU cores and 4GB of ram. For
example, had the VM previously had 2GB ram assigned, the above call would ‘scale
up’ to 4GB and conversely had the VM previously had 8GB, this call would represent
a ‘scale down’ event.
The application must also change its behavior to use the newly assigned resources.
The maximum amount of ram usable for a process is set by Java at start time. To
change the usable resources requires the Java process be stopped and restarted.
How best to efficiently achieve this is still under investigation. Initial positive results
have been achieved (see below) by designing the Kinesense application to relaunch
itself following a successful ‘rescale’ call with the child process assigned additional
resources picking up the import process at the point where the (lower resourced)
parent exited.

7 Preliminary results
The initial proof-of-concept version of the video analytics application, coded for ARM
and suitable for resource characterization, was delivered to the consortium in M17.
Work in the period up to M18 included integrating with the new Linux/Java
compatible database architecture (which is ongoing) and integrating with the Scale
Up API. Initial API results are presented below.

With reference to the KPIs

presented in D2.2 [2], the results show progress towards this goal, with more work
and development needed.

CPU Cores

VM Ram

Video Channels

FPS/Channel With
ScaleUp

2

2GB

1

4.4

No

2

2GB

4

2.3

No

2

2GB

8

Failed

No

2

3GB

8

2.03

No

2

3GB to 8GB

8

2.80

Yes

The table above shows preliminary results for video processing frame rates vs
available RAM in the Virtual Machine. The top 4 rows show frame rate results for a
fixed low amount of RAM. In each case the number of video channels contained in
the sample video files only known at runtime (i.e. the software process needed to
examine the file to determine this) For a VM with only 2GB available the import failed
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for an 8 channel video. The ‘FPS/Channel’ column shows how the frame rate drops
as the number of channels increases if the available RAM remains the same. This is
mainly due to increased work by the Java garbage collection thread required to keep
the application running with inadequate resources.
In the case where the VM had 3GB of ram and imported an 8 channel video file, the
frame rate was 2.03 fps. The final row shows the case where ‘scaleup’ was turned
on. The application began running on a VM with 3GB Ram. On detecting the number
of video channels required, it called for a ‘scale up’ to 8GB RAM. Import speed
increased to 2.8 fps per channel.
Suitable example video data for import was also provided. As the majority of the Law
Enforcement video examples that Kinesense have potential data protection issues,
the sample video files provided for this testing came from a fishery conservation
project and so are free to share.

The Appendix of this document presents more detail on the internal development
testing carried out during migration work.

8 Roadmap and Strategy
Building a video analytics system for dReDBoX is a complex task. In the first 6
months of Task 6.1 we have accomplished a lot and met our internal development
targets, our development roadmap includes many remaining components that will
occupy the next months of the project.
Table 1: Roadmap for further development of the dRedBox Video Analytics application

Component

Work Required

Video Analytics Module

Further development and completion of Object Detection,
tracking,

direction

finding

and

indexing

functions.

Extensive testing and calibration required for new
platform.
Video content access

A module to allow access (ie. Playback) of processed
video.

Database testing
Deployment

Additional testing of the database.
on When the prototype board is available, the Video Analytics

dReDBoX

application will be run and tested on the board.

Scale Up development

Using the API and the dReDBoX prototype board, Scale
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Up scenarios will be developed and tested. A more
rigorousScaleUp ruleset for the application will be
developed.
GUI Interface

Interface module for Kinesense UI to new dReDBoX
postgres database

Video Format support

Application currently only supports a single video format
on import (Mjpeg). Additional formats are required to make
the system useful for customers.

Code

optimization

for Further development needed to optimize operation of the

ARM

code on ARM.

9 Conclusions
This deliverable has presented preliminary development work for Task 6.1, covering
requirements for the video analytics application use case. Development work is
progressing and testing on development boards and then the dReDBoX platform will
be carried out when the system is available.
This deliverable will be updated in D6.2 in M32.
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11 Appendix – Application Development Testing
Testing of the application to date has been around the software layer ( both
presentation and database access layers) along with the storage (i.e. database)
layers.

On database, database access layer and application layer, we were able to test the
following:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------6.1 Summary - KinesenseDB Table and Function Test
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The database structure built has a function (i.e. SQLServer like stored procedures) is
as follows:

Table Structure Compliant with ERD = Passed

Internal DB Tests conducted were as follows:

1.

Table

Create

Function

(Exec

Function/Check

Table

for

Attributes/Datatypes/Constraints)
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2.

Insert Functions (Exec Function/Check for data accuracy against calls that
had data inserts compliant with data types and also data inserts that were
not complaint with data types testing error handling)

3.

Specific test on fn_select_version_details() to test the data retrieval ability
of the database:

The results of the tests by table are as follows:
a. version (create, insert and select) = passed
b. video_source_groups (create, insert ) = passed
c. separate creation functions, single insert statement (create, insert) (
i. video_sources,
ii. video_source_metadata_item,
iii. video,
iv. algorithm_metadata) = passed
d. filters (create, insert) = passed
e. sprite (create, insert) = passed
f. sprite position (create, insert) = passed
g. alerts (create, insert ) = passed
h. separate creation functions, single insert statement (create, insert ) (
i. period_i_cities,
ii. filter_times,
iii. filter_time_exclusions) = passed
i. filter_directions (create, insert ) = passed
j. filter_points (create, insert ) = passed

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.2 Summary – Kinesense JDBC (driver) Insert Test (From App Layer)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Upon confirming the database relations, data flows and structure was correct, we
then created a backend structure at the Application layer based on the DAO Pattern.
The back end structure is modeled as follows:
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Testing was completed against the data base using insert statements and mock data
from an executable test class written in the Database Access Layer project and insert
results were checked for:
a. Data type compatible data inserts by attribute
b. Incorrectly sized data inserts tripping exception handling
c. Null data inserts tripping data handling
d. Data tables via select statements were checked for data matches (or not)
upon every test case execution

The results are as following from the insert methods calling functions from the
DataProcessing class:
addSoftwareVersionDetails(params…) = pass
addVideoSourceGroup(param)= pass
addVideoSourceData(params…) = pass
addFilter(params…) = pass
addFilterLocationData(params…) = pass
addSprite(params…) = pass
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addSpritePosition(params…) = pass
addAlerts(params…) = pass
addFilterDirectionData(params…) = pass
addFilterPointData(params…)= pass

As we were able to test and confirm database functionality and jdbc driver
functionality at this point, we did not test the single select function at JDBC/App layer
due to it not been in context to the application’s functionality developed to date.
When the development reaches a stage where select functions at DB level are
developed and can be meaningfully called from the App layer, we will test the
functions and method calls at that time.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.3 Summary – Kinesense Environment & Application Layer Test
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Testing was conducted on the applications functionality flow and data processing
ability (see above sub sections for database and database access layer tests), we
were able to test the environment based upon the following environment (local and
server) specifications noting RAM and processing power:

Server Status Details:

System:

Host: David Kernel: 4.6.0-00010-g0cc3bb4-dirty aarch64 (32 bit)

Console: tty 0
Distro: Ubuntu 16.04 xenial
Machine:

No /sys/class/dmi; using dmidecode: no smbios data available. Old

system?
CPU:

Quad core (-MCP-) (ARM)
clock speeds: 1: 100 MHz 2: 100 MHz 3: 100 MHz 4: 100 MHz

Graphics: Card: Failed to Detect Video Card!
Display Server: N/A driver: N/A tty size: 120x60 Advanced Data: N/A for root
out of X
Audio:

Card DisplayPort monitor driver: DisplayPort_mon Sound: ALSA v: k4.6.0-

00010-g0cc3bb4-dirty
Network: Card: Failed to Detect Network Card!
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Partition:

ID-1:

/

size:

125G

used:

100G

(84%)

fs:

nfs

remote:

10.11.12.254:/home/guest/dReDBoxDev/rootfs
Sensors: None detected - is lm-sensors installed and configured?
Info:

Processes: 109 Uptime: 1 day Memory: 52.1/3957.6MB Init: systemd Client:

Shell (bash) inxi: 2.2.35

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Local Status Details:
System:

Host: TES-PC Kernel: 3.4.0+ x86_64 (64 bit) Console: tty 1 Distro:

Ubuntu 14.04 trusty
Machine: No /sys/class/dmi, using dmidecode: you must be root to run dmidecode
CPU:

Quad core Intel Core i7 CPU 930 (-HT-MCP-) clocked at 2801.00 MHz

Graphics: Card: Failed to Detect Video Card! X-Vendor: N/A driver: N/A tty size:
120x60 Advanced Data: N/A out of X
Network: Card: Failed to Detect Network Card!
Drives:
Info:

HDD Total Size: ()
Processes: 4 Uptime: 1 day Memory: 3956.6/12279.1MB Client: Shell

(bash) inxi: 1.9.17

The application was set with a heap memory allocation of 1,536MB of memory for a
stable processing capability for images. Note the heap allocation used locally is set
on the application during the local environment tests detailed in this section after
calibrating it in trial and error tests. This is considered the best setting for continuous
processing based on the test folder of files provided (reaching 66MB file size with
frames < 1.48MB). Further optimization maybe required depending on future file
specifications
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The application layer test locally and had the following results:

Processed 190 of 190 files
Processed 5568 of 5568 frames
Processing time 18 minutes 25 seconds (1,105 seconds)
Processing frames per second 5.04

Test Session Logs on the completed run showed the following data:
Date Stamp

2017-05-24T17:02:16.568

Data Source

localFile

Total Files Read

539

Validated File Count 512
Failed File Count

27

% Validated Rate

95.0%

On the server side tests, the test processed the following details before going into an
out of memory exception covered by project bug id TestError001:
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Processed 31 of 189 files
Processed 1032 of 5568 frames
Processing time 3 hours 2 minutes 14 seconds (10,934 seconds)
Processing frames per second 0.094

The bug report has an investigation summary concluding the server is not powerful
enough for purpose given that currently there is no DB writes or computational
burden due to detailed internal processing of frames, which is pending.

An investigation addendum to the bug report shows the following detail confirming
server clock speed and RAM allocation are the issue sending the test performance to
below minimum requirements and failing at file number 31 after 3hours and .

TestError001 Bug Report - Addendum
Application now works in its current desired state locally. 31 of 189 files processed
on the server have been investigated with a memory management profile that proves
low server specs (not memory leaks as the profile shows they are solved in an
application with heavy use of static attributes) are the reason the application can only
process 31 files over 3 hours and 2 minutes processing time. The heap usage V
surviving generations is coherent and responsive to changes in heap usage. We
reasonably expect this application to perform well in the 5 frames per second range
on a server with higher clocking speeds per core and more RAM available to the
CPU.
Test Comparsion Local – Server Fail:
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Given the respective performance of the underperforming server versus the
performing local environment of 539 files (same folder tested in each environment)
with the .mjpeg largest file at 66MB max, we profiled the memory management
configured application on the local environment and can report on application’s
performance based on the profile data at the test case peak traffic point near the end
of the file run (66MB file) as follows:
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As you can see, the profiling test showed the applications memory management
configuration to be working on the high traffic point of 1.476GB heap memory used
where no new threads were opened, garbage collection on actively managed objects
was at 21.3% bringing surviving generations down from 276 to 139. This concludes
the testing of the application in its current state is fit for purpose in the data import
and initial analysis stage. The next stage of database testing will commence after the
detailed processing classes are fully implemented and tested calling the database
with data calls and reads.
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